PLEATED & HONEYCOMB BLINDS -
Atmosphere in your home

TwinGo®
Pleated blinds

TwinGo®
Thermal blinds
The TwinGo pleated blinds range offers the perfect solution to provide privacy and light control for New Zealand’s contemporary and traditional homes. The extensive range of fabrics, colours, patterns and transparency grades ensure that there is a quality solution for everyone. The pleated blinds with the metallised backing provide outstanding insulation properties (Fc values).

With TwinGo you can be certain to have a premium quality product in your home – the German design uses only European made components and fabrics. Today most TwinGo blind designs are proudly manufactured in New Zealand according to highest industry standards.

The TwinGo system offers solutions for a wide range of window and doors designs. Blinds for skylights, conservatories, arched and triangular windows are possible options.

**Child safety**

The TwinGo system offers child safe blinds which are operated with a handle instead of a cord or chain. The VS range is child safe as there are no loose cords or loops. For cord- and chain operated blinds we offer special fittings so that the cord and chain can be kept out of children’s reach.

**Motorisation**

TwinGo motorised blinds are using quality Somfy motors, receivers, transformers and control systems. The company Somfy is the world leader in blind automation - the system allows you to operate your blinds with a wall mounted switch, a remote control or the blinds can be integrated in a “Smart Home” system.
Cutting energy cost is becoming ever more important. Intelligent deployment of interior solar protection can help to achieve this.

TwinGo honeycomb blinds fulfil an insulating function at the window, lending a pleasant living climate to the room, regardless of the time of the year or the temperature outdoors. This effect is due to the honeycomb structure which contains a cushion of air and thus acts as an excellent buffer against cold and heat.

The high quality TwinGo honeycomb blind is characterised by hidden punch holes through which the cords run. This minimizes the penetration of light. Black out fabrics in particular profit as a result.

All TwinGo fabrics have been tested for the Fc value. The Fc value describes the shading factor provided by a sun shade system. The lower the Fc value, the better the thermal properties of the fabric. Check the Fc values on the backside of the collection cards.

**Low Fc values – high savings**

*The following applies in Winter:*
The lower the Fc value, the less the thermal loss through the window when TwinGo blinds are installed. In the picture above TwinGo thermal blinds are fitted to the left-hand window. The red colour in the right window, which hasn’t TwinGo blinds fitted, indicates substantial heat loss.

*The following applies in Summer:*
The lower the Fc value, the greater the shading provided from solar radiation by TwinGo blinds.
TwinGo F-Blinds (not all model types displayed)

**Fitting Options & Accessories**

**Fitting options:** standard inside fit clips, small & large face fit brackets, glass bead brackets, clamp brackets,… please enquire

**Accessories:** cord winders, operating poles (with & without joint), wedges, anti-twist pads,… please enquire

---

**Size ranges**

- **F1 / F4 / FE** max. width 300cm / max. height 260cm
- **F2** max. width 200cm / max. height 260cm
- **F3** max. width 150cm / max. height 260cm

**Features**

- **F1** with cord lock
- **F2/F3** two cord locks
- **F3:** day & night blind with 2 different fabrics
- **F4** with endless chain
- **FE** with motor – operable by switch, remote control
- **F Slope 2** with cord lock – stack retracts fully to angled rail

*max. sizes depend on total m² and max. individual fabric width- please enquire

---

TwinGo VS-Blinds (not all model types displayed)

**Size ranges**

- **VS1 / VS2 / VS3** max. width 150 cm / max. height 150 cm or max. width 120 cm / max. height 240 cm
- **VS4 Slope** max. width 150 cm / max. height 150 cm or max. width 120 cm / max. height 220 cm
- **VS5** max. width 150 cm / max. height 150 cm or max. width 120 cm / max. height 200 cm

**Features**

- **VS1** pre tensioned with 1 operating rail
- **VS2** pre tensioned with 2 operating rails
- **VS3** pre tensioned with 2 operating rails / day & night
- **VS4 Slope** pre tensioned with 1 operating rail
- **VS5** pre tensioned, pentagon with one operating rail

---

TwinGo DF Skylight Blinds

**Size ranges**

- **All designs** max. width 150 cm / max. height 150 cm

**Features**

- **DF 10** with one operating rail
- **DF 20** with two operating rails
- **DF 30** with two operating rails, day & night blind

For horizontal roof blinds or angles flatter than app. 45° degrees please enquire about our “PL” system (pole operated or motorized)

---

TwinGo DF Skylight Blinds
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For further advice and assistance:

www.twingo.co.nz